An Evening with Dr. Edward Sri
Tuesday, February 27 | 7 - 9PM | OLMC Church

Join us for a Lenten evening of reflection with Dr. Sri, a nationally known
Catholic speaker and author of several well-loved Catholic books. Dr. Sri will be
available for book signing, with a selection of his books for sale.
Limited childcare available. Ages 2-5. Contact olmcAFF@olmc1.org.

TALK 1

VIBRANT FAITH IN A SECULAR AGE

TALK 2

WALKING WITH MARY IN LENT

Today’s Challenges for Parents, Families, & Parish Leaders

A Biblical Journey from Nazareth to the Cross
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Adult Faith Formation

An Evening with Dr. Edward Sri
Two Talks, One Evening

Tuesday, February 27 | 7 - 9PM | OLMC Church
Join us for a Lenten evening of reflection! Dr. Sri will be
available for book signing, with a selection of his books for
sale. Childcare available, ages 2-5; contact olmcAFF@olmc1.org.
Dr. Edward Sri is a nationally known Catholic speaker who appears regularly on
EWTN and is the author of several well-loved Catholic books. He is a founding leader,
with Curtis Martin, of FOCUS (Fellowship of Catholic University Students), and he
currently serves as vice president of mission and outreach and professor of theology
and scripture at the Augustine Institute master's program in Denver, Colorado. Sri
holds a doctorate from the Pontifical University of St. Thomas Aquinas in Rome.
TALK 1

VIBRANT FAITH IN A SECULAR AGE

Today’s Challenges for Parents, Families, & Parish Leaders
This presentation engages the challenges we, our children, and our friends constantly face from the secular culture—
challenges that, if not addressed, can choke the life of faith in the people we love.
•
•
•
•

Why do I need a Church? Can’t I be spiritual on my own?
Isn’t one religion just as good as another?
Isn’t each person free to make up his own morality?
Why does the Church talk so much about human life, sex, and marriage?
Shouldn’t we just be tolerant and get along with everyone?

This engaging and thought-provoking talk shows how parish ministry and faith formation in the home cannot be “business
as usual.” We cannot simply teach the truth. We must pass on the faith in a way that anticipates the cultural influences that
affect the life of faith and give people the tools to thrive as intentional Catholics in a relativistic world.

TALK 2

WALKING WITH MARY IN LENT
A Biblical Journey from Nazareth to the Cross

This presentation is for anyone who wants to know Mary better – the real, human Mary of the Bible and the profound interior
journey of faith she made throughout her life. We will walk with Mary step-by-step from Nazareth to the Cross and consider
how she faced moments of joy and thanksgiving, moments of uncertainty and discernment, as well as moments of trial and
darkness. And yet, at every critical point, she responded with greater trust and surrender in ways that offer many practical
insights for our own paths of Christian discipleship today.
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